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Heat Relief: New Caribbean Cove Interactive Water Playground
Opens at Six Flags Hurricane Harbor
Jackson, NJ – July 14, 2016 – As the temperatures and humidity surge this week in New Jersey, families
looking to beat the heat can find relief at the grand opening of Caribbean Cove, Six Flags Hurricane Harbor’s
new water playground that features tons of splashy playtime activities along with refreshing relaxation.
"Hurricane Harbor brings the vibrant colors, iconic images and white sand beaches of the Caribbean to our
new family water playground. Caribbean Cove is a fantastic complement to our world-class lineup of
innovative and extreme water slides. It offers fun for junior thrill seekers and their families,” said Six Flags
Great Adventure President John Fitzgerald.
The key features of Caribbean Cove include:
 Interactive, colorful and multi-level water play center
 More than 55 interactive features including spray nozzles, jets, water guns, climbing nets and
two action slides
 Giant tipping bucket towering nearly two stories in the air
 Island-inspired theming elements including an oversized parrot and palm trees
 Beach-entry wading pool
 Giant white sand beach area with 300 new lounge chairs and new shade structures
The July 14 grand opening celebration features a lively island-themed party from 10:30 am to 1:30 pm
complete with a party host, Caribbean music, dancing, games and giveaways for kids 48” and under.
Internationally-renowned sand sculptor John Gowdy will showcase his newest masterpiece themed to
Caribbean Cove, while his sons host a sandcastle building session on the Caribbean Cove beach for kids.
Caribbean Cove is located between the Taak It Eez Ee Creek lazy river and Big Wave Racer slide complex.
The 45-acre Hurricane Harbor water park also features a million-gallon wave pool, a half-mile lazy river, more
than 25 high-speed thrill slides and another massive children’s water playground. All attractions are included
with park admission, Season Pass or Membership.
Six Flags is also celebrating the addition of the THE JOKER, a new 4-D, free-fly coaster next door at Great
Adventure. Thrill seekers experience exhilarating leaps and dives along with unexpected drops as they tumble
from one level to the next and flip head-over-heels up to six times.
For more information on Hurricane Harbor, visit www.sixflags.com/hurricaneharbornj
Follow us on Twitter @sfgradventure
Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/sixflagsgreatadventure
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